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Abstract: Artificial intelligence (AI) refers to the simulation of human intelligence in machines that ar programmed to assume 

like humans and mimic their actions. The term may additionally be applied to any machine that exhibits traits related to a person's 

mind like learning and drawback finding. Whereas Machine Learning may be a sub-area of computer science, whereby the term 

refers to the power of IT systems to severally realize solutions to issues by recognizing patterns in databases. we tend to 

individuals in today’s world are hearing the word computer science. we want computer science (AI) as a result of the work that 

we want to try to to is increasing regular. Therefore, it's an honest plan to automatise the routine work. this protects the labour of 

the organization and will increase the productivity. Additionally, through this computer science, the corporate may also get the 

good the persons for the event of the corporate. Moreover, the businesses nowadays assume that they need to mechanize all the 

regular and routine work. Additionally, they assume they'll automatise those regular works through the easy program as a result 

of, with the event of information science, automation becomes additional common. the most purpose of this document is to review 

regarding latest options of computer science and machine learning. In this, we are comparing different literature review and giving 

our review supported practicality.  

Key Words: Introduction to Artificial intelligence, Introduction to Machine learning, Application area of AI, Methodology of 
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I. INTRODUCTION: 

Artificial intelligence (AI) refers to the re-enactment of human insight in machines that ar changed to assume like individuals 

and replica their activities. The term may additionally be applied to any machine that exhibits traits related to a person's mind 

like learning and drawback finding. the best characteristic of computer science is its ability to rationalize and take actions that 

have the simplest probability of achieving a selected goal. computer science is predicated on the principle that human 

intelligence may be outlined during a manner that a machine will simply mimic it and execute tasks, from the foremost easy to 

those who ar even additional advanced. The goals of computer science embrace learning, reasoning, and perception.The term 

is often applied to the project of developing systems invested with the intellectual processes characteristic of humans, like the 

power to reason, discover which means, generalize, or learn from past expertise."AI may be a automatic data processing system 

able to perform tasks that usually need human intelligence... several of those computer science systems ar powered by machine 

learning, a number of them ar powered by deep learning and a few of them ar powered by terribly boring things like rules [1].”  

Machine Learning may be a sub-area of computer science, whereby the term refers to the capability of IT frameworks to 

autonomously discover answers for problems by perceiving styles in databases. the method of learning begins with observations 

or knowledge, like examples, direct expertise, or instruction, so as to appear for patterns in knowledge and create higher choices 

within the future supported the examples that we offer.The primary aim is to permit the computers learn mechanically while 

not human intervention or help and modify actions consequently [2].  

II. LITERATURE REVIEW: 

In paper [1], the author has tried to clarify the utilization of machine learning to find patterns from medical knowledge sources 

and supply wonderful capabilities to predict diseases. This paper show to used total six machine-learning algorithms like 

Support Vector Machine, Naive Thomas Bayes classification, call Tree, K-nearest neighbour, formal logic, CART used for 

developing economical call support for health care applications. At the end, this paper suggested however machine learning 

completely different algorithms used for numerous diseases to urge the correct call.[3]  

In Paper [2], the author has presented brief study on to identify the solution of one problem by using some attributes and machine 

learning algorithms. The problem is to identify the student result. . In this paper define some attributes like previous academic 

records, economic status, family background, performance in mid semester examinations etc. Based on these factors, 

classification models using MLAs can be constructed which can predict student results. . Five classes of Machine Learning 
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Algorithm (MLA) like Decision Trees (DT), Bayesian Networks (BN), Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), and Support Vector 

Machines (SVM) are then applied on this data set and it was found that the best results were obtained with the decision tree 

class of algorithms.Algorithms used for this prediction is Classification and Regression Trees.[4]  

III. APPLICATION AREAS: 

Some of the Applications areas in which Machine Learning and AI can take place and which is also currently under research 

and development are as follows: 

1. Banking [1]: 

AI in banking is growing quicker than you thought! several banks have already adopted AI-based systems to supply 

client support, find anomalies and mastercard frauds. associate degree example of this can be HDFC Bank HDFC Bank 

has developed associate degree AI-based Chabot known as EVA (Electronic Virtual Assistant), designed by Bengaluru-

based Sense forth AI analysis. the employment of AI for fraud interference isn't a brand new construct. In fact, AI 

solutions may be accustomed enhance security across variety of business sectors, together with retail and finance. By 

tracing card usage and end access, security specialists square measure additional effectively preventing fraud. 

Organizations trust AI to trace those steps by analysing the behaviours of transactions[1]. 

2. Health Care [5]: 

When it involves saving our lives, heaps of organizations and medical aid centers square measure counting on AI. There 

square measure several samples of however AI in tending has helped patients everywhere the planet. a corporation 

known as Cambio Health Care developed a clinical call web for stroke interference that may provide the medico a 

warning once there’s a patient in danger of getting a heart stroke.Another such example is Coala life, that may be a 

company that includes a digitalized device that may realize internal organ diseases[5]. 

3. Travel & Transport [6]: 

AI is turning into extremely rigorous for travel industries.AI is capable of doing numerous travel connected works like 

from creating travel arrangement to suggesting the hotels, flights, and best routes to the shoppers. Travel industries 

square measure mistreatment AI-powered Chabot, which might create human-like interaction with customers for higher 

and quick response [6]. 

4. Entertainment [1]: 

We square measure presently mistreatment some AI primarily based applications in our existence with some amusement 

services like Netflix or Amazon. With the assistance of ML/AI algorithms, these services show the recommendations 

for programs or shows [1]. 

IV. Methodologies of AI and ML: 

[Table 1: Methodologies of AI and ML] 

No AI Methodologies ML Methodologies 

1 Expert System. Classification 

  Early AI/ Decision Support System. Clustering 

3 Control Structure. Reinforcement Learning 

4 FL(Fuzzy ES) Natural Language Processing 
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V. Types of Machine Learning: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
[Figure 1: Types of ML] 

Supervised Learning [7]: 

Supervised machine learning algorithms will apply what has been learned within the past to new information mistreatment tagged 

examples to predict future events [7]. 

Unsupervised Learning [8]: 

It is a kind of learning whereby the yield target is not given to the model whereas playing out the preparation. It simply has the 

knowledge factors. The model has to lean itself. The ready data that's taken care of to the framework may be unlabeled even as 

unstructured in nature [8]. 

Reinforcement Learning [9]: 

This approach may be a bit kind of like the means a baby would learn things. Indeed, at the beginning the machine doesn't 

apprehend something. it'll strive one thing and in step with the results it'll decide If it was sensible or dangerous call when 

several tries, if the model learned well, the machine can become higher and higher and, eventually, solely take sensible 

decisions[9]. 

VI. CONCLUSION: 

Machine learning (ML) techniques are crucial in different business fields. Healthcare field facing more problems and it is 

becoming more expensive. Several ML techniques are used to rectify them. Using ML techniques, we can easily identify 

various diseases like heart disease, breast cancer, diabetic disease and thyroid disease. In addition Machine learning play 

crucial role in many different fields so that now days it is easy to find solution in various fields.  
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